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Abstract: Diagrams, maps, and other forms of graphic visualization are nowadays discussed as a specific mode of communication, graphicacy, typical of the modern age with its ever-increasing role of visual media in social life. This essay questions this tendency to see graphicacy as a by-product of modernity by surveying various forms of representational graphic signs and systems that were placed on various media in Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages, and it suggests that this graphic material should be seen as expressions of the very same mode of communication rising at the time of the sociocultural—and more specifically, religious—transformation of the late Roman and post-Roman worlds. With reference to this graphic evidence, early graphicacy is defined as a mode of visual communication of conceptual information and abstract ideas by means of non-figural graphic devices, which may comprise inscribed letters, words, and isolated decorative symbols.
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In the past twenty years, various forms of graphic visualization such as diagrams, maps, and charts have attracted a growing interest among specialists in educational psychology and visual literacy, who have commonly studied them as phenomena typical of the modern age with its increasing importance of visual media in social communication. This assumption is somewhat at odds with the rich graphic material deriving from Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages. At the same time, this implicit assumption is not so surprising considering that classicists and medievalists have rarely addressed comprehensively the increasing role of non-figural representational graphic devices across a wide range of media in these historical periods. By and large, research on various graphic devices has been primarily limited to highly specialized academic disciplines such as paleography, diplomatics, epigraphy, numismatics, and the history of sciences. Such academic specialization have led to many breakthroughs in the study of specific graphic signs and systems, but it has also prevented us from seeing, so to speak, the forest for the trees. Meanwhile, taken as a whole, the surviving graphic evidence can be seen as expressions of a specific mode of communication, graphicacy, that appeared long time before the modern age.

1. Graphicacy: A Short Introduction

The word “graphicacy” was coined by the British scholars W. G. V. Balchin and Alice M. Coleman in the mid-1960s; they argued that the understanding and deciphering of such graphic media as charts, graphs, and maps is based on a specific intellectual skill that they called graphicacy. They also contended that this skill facilitates graphic communication of information, which could not be adequately carried on by verbal or...
numerical means. Therefore, they concluded, this intellectual skill ought to be taught in high schools. In the next two decades, the word gradually began to be used in discussions of how school children process graphic information, and graphs and maps in particular. Consequently, some modern English dictionaries define graphicacy narrowly as “the ability to understand and use a map or graph,” while the others like the Oxford English Dictionary define it more broadly as “knowledge of or skill in the use of graphical information; the ability to produce or interpret diagrams, maps, tables, etc.”

But it was only in the late 1990s that graphicacy entered mainstream studies in educational and cognitive psychology and that some scholars approached it not only as an intellectual skill but also as a major form of communication. The scholars working within this theoretical framework argue that graphicacy, along with literacy, oracy, and numeracy, belongs to the main modes of communication. With reference to modern maps, graphicacy has been described as communication of spatial information by means of graphic drawings whereby their creators and readers “encode and decode spatial information using symbols.” It has also been suggested that this process of encoding and decoding is only possible if both the creators and readers of such graphic drawings possess “conceptual knowledge of the phenomena represented in the graphic representation.”

This connection between spatial and conceptual dimensions of graphicacy that has been noticed by some students of modern graphicacy is hardly accidental, since recent research in linguistics similarly points to the abundance of spatial metaphors in thought as expressed by language. More importantly, modern research in graphic visualization suggests that human visual perception processes graphic lines arranged in a certain way as visual objects, and such object-like signs and symbols are also interpreted by the human brain as proxies for concepts. Hence, due to the nature of human visual perception, graphic compositions have a potential to communicate conceptual as much as spatial information. At the same time, specific forms that such graphic drawings take to transmit conceptual information are culturally and historically defined. For example, experimental research in the US with school students from different cultural backgrounds has shown that effectiveness in the use of maps and graphs has depended on the students’ familiarity with certain cultural systems of
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representation. In other words, people’s abilities to communicate conceptual knowledge by means of non-figural types of graphic drawings are mainly defined by their familiarity with culturally specific systems of representation. Therefore, particular types of graphic signs and systems can be studied as phenomena of cultural history.7

It is true that early graphic devices often look quite different from modern maps, charts, and graphs, but both early and modern graphic compositions require a learned skill “developed from the visual-spatial ability of intelligence, as distinct from the verbal or numerical abilities.”8 We have to describe early graphicacy, therefore, not in relation to graphic systems specific to the modern age, but with reference to classical and medieval graphic compositions that were created and used with reliance on that particular cognitive skill and in response to historically limited cultural systems of representation. I would like to exemplify this point in the following pages with reference to graphic evidence surviving from Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages.

2. THE CONFLATION OF TEXT AND IMAGE IN LATE ANTIQUITY AND THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES: THE CALENDAR OF 354

The first graphic composition relevant to our discussion can be found on the dedication page (fig. 1) in the Calendar of 354, which Furius Dionysius Filocalus produced for a wealthy Roman Christian Valentinus and which has only survived in later copies. Filocalus is a well-known fourth-century calligrapher, who, later in his life, carved epigrams composed by Pope Damasus (366–384) for renovated Christian tombs in Roman catacombs and can thus be connected to Christian aristocratic circles in the eternal city.9 The recipient of the manuscript, Valentinus, seems to have belonged to an established Roman aristocratic family, the Symmachi family.10 Thus, the production of the codex as well as its dedicational monogram can be firmly attributed to the aristocratic Christian milieu in Rome.

The monogram duplicates the text written on its both sides, “Valentine, floreas in Deo” (Valentinus, may you flourish in God), which suggests that its main message was not so much textual as visual. The graphic device is located approximately at the center of the upper page and twice higher than the two lines of the corresponding text, which is to say that the size and the location of the monogram follows the main principles of a visual pop-up effect familiar to modern graphic designers: an important target object or data should be represented by graphic elements that are visually distinct from less significant surroundings.11 This pop-up effect serves to grasp the viewer’s attention and accentuate the significance of the graphic composition on the dedication page. Furthermore, the monogram conflates Latin capital letters within a letter O and thus
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creates a closed object-like contour. This graphic form employs another important Gestalt principle, according to which closed contours such as a circle or square tend to be seen as objects and are commonly used to visualize concepts. There are two other subjunctive phrases written on the lower part of that page and addressed to Valentinus: “Valentine, vivas floreas” (Valentinus, may you live and flourish) and “Valentine vivas gaudeas” (Valentinus, may you live and rejoice). But they were written in smaller letters and thus attract less attention. So it is only the first subjunctive phrase that received a special graphic structure, which seems not to be accidental since this unique formula “floreas in Deo” was constructed in imitation of known Christian acclamations such as “vivas in Deo” or “vivatis in Deo” and hence can also be interpreted as clearly Christian. The monogram thus makes absolutely clear to its viewer the hierarchy of optative messages on the page, with the Christian message being (both semantically and visually) on the top. The Christian acclamation also required the late antique recipient to pause his reading and to analyze the central graphic device and its constituent elements. This pause invited that reader to contemplate the concept encoded in the monogram: what did it really mean to flourish in God? Similarly to modern graphicacy, this contemplative process relied on the visual-spatial ability of human intelligence.

The dedication monogram in the Calendar of 354 is quite unique for late antique book culture, but it is symptomatic of a wider trend that developed in late antique and early medieval art from the fourth century onwards, the trend toward the convergence of text and image in new innovative ways resulting, among other things, in the appearance of the early medieval decorated book. As early as 1970, the Swedish art historian Carl Nordenfalk pointed out that the classical clear-cut distinction between script, ornament, and illustration began to blur in Late Antiquity, and that the first initials which combined letters with decorative elements can be dated to the fourth century.

By the eighth century, this development led to the text itself becoming a focus of artistic decoration at the expense of its legibility and to the appearance of the historiated initial, which incorporated an image related to the accompanying text. To explain this development, Nordenfalk emphasized the transition of book production in Late Antiquity from professional scribes (slaves) working for their lay owners to Christian clerics of monastic scriptoria. This would imply not only a change in terms of scribes, but also in terms of nature of books to be copied and their intended audiences. In a similar vein, Lawrence Nees has explained the appearance of the illuminated book by a move in Late Antiquity from the society where the texts were intended for public recitation to the world where the books were mainly intended for silent private reading,
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“which presupposes a small and commonly solitary audience.” In such contemplative reading, the visual aspect of the written text acquired a new, significant role.

In the early medieval British Isles and continental Europe, this trend led to the text itself becoming a focus of artistic decoration at the expense of its legibility and the appearance of the so-called “monogrammatic initials” or display lettering, which encoded biblical and liturgical words and phrases (Te igitur, Quoniam, In principio, and so on) in religious manuscripts. Such graphic devices carried important extralinguistic meaning and required a special learned skill from their producers and viewers. As several recent academic projects and events have suggested, this early medieval trend toward the conflation of text, ornament, and image was not limited to manuscript culture, but can be traced in epigraphic and paleographic practices in other media. This interdisciplinary research has also demonstrated that such (epi)graphic texts had various non-literary uses within specific material and performative contexts.

3. CHRISTOGRAMS AND LATE ANTIQUE MONOGRAMMATIC CULTURE:
THE ENCOLPION OF EMPRESS MARIA

The dedication monogram in the Calendar of 354 is also representative of broader monogrammatic culture that became a visual feature of Late Antiquity. The first monograms were placed on Greek coins in the first half of the fifth century BC, and this practice was continued in the Hellenistic period. The classical Greek monograms communicated referential information about their “producers,” that is, their official issuers, and were composed of several letters confluent within a single graphic structure, which presented the initial (or most important) letters of the name of an issuing city-state or king. This practice remained dormant during most of the Roman period, before it was revitalized in the late second and the third centuries AD. Jeffrey Spier has recently identified a group of third-century jasper gems with Greek box monograms that were associated with the rings similar to those that were used for the earliest Christian gems.

In the same century, box monograms consisting of all the letters of a person’s name appeared in Christian catacombs in Rome. In the course of the fourth
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century, Latin monograms became an immanent part of early Christian calligraphic culture in Rome and were adopted by late Roman aristocrats to express their name on various valuable objects. As the Calendar of 354 shows, they also began to be employed to express Christian invocations. In the late Roman and early Byzantine worlds, such monograms developed into the graphic signs of noble status and higher authority and began to be placed on such objects as coins, seals, weights, and public monuments, which were accessible to wider viewing audiences. In the seventh and eighth centuries, the use of monograms somewhat decreased in the Byzantine world. At the same time, they became more popular as graphic signs of authority in the Latin West, where they began to be used not only on coins but also in royal diploma.23

In most cases, the understanding of such monograms relied on the viewer’s knowledge of the people to whom they belonged or on some accompanying tituli that decoded their meaning in a textual form. The decoding of a monogram was therefore a process different from reading, as was clearly realized by Quintus Aurelius Symmachus as early as the late fourth century. In one of his letters, he wrote that the monogram of his name “magis intellegi, quam legi promptum est” (was presented more to be grasped mentally than to be read).24 The verb “intellegere”—which is usually translated as “to perceive, grasp mentally, understand, and comprehend”—was used in this context to emphasize that the process of graphic decoding of a monogram was quite different from reading.

In their association with “intellegere,” the late antique monograms were similar to the staurogram (tau-rho) and christograms—the monograms of Christ’s names (chi-rho, iota-eta, and iota-chi)—and they also share their origins in the early Christian culture of the late second and third centuries AD. The first Christian sign, the staurogram (tau-rho), appeared in New Testament manuscripts at the end of the second century as an abbreviation of the Greek letters (ταυρ) forming the central part of the words “cross” (σταυρός) and “crucify” (σταυρόω). Such a usage was not different from earlier Greek inscriptions where the tau-rho sign could be used as an abbreviation, for example, for the word τριακάς (thirty).25 But very soon, the tau-rho sign became staurogram, that is, it began to function as a symbolic reference to divine authority, a graphic reference to the crucified Jesus and Crucifixion, and a visual expression of early Christian faith.26 Very soon, the popularity of staurogram was matched by the
chi-rho sign, which was made of the two first Greek letters of Christ’s name. This sign also functioned as an abbreviation in earlier Greek inscriptions, but as early as the third century it was placed as a freestanding symbol on early Christian gems.

In the Christian usage, these two signs moved from the realm of literacy to that of early graphicacy. As abbreviations, such signs referred to specific words. By contrast, Christian visual culture appropriated such utilitarian signs for qualitatively different, symbolic usage whereby they began to refer to God and Christological concepts. Consequently, combinations of letters forming such graphic devices (tau-rho, chi-rho, iota-eta etc.) acquired ideographic meanings. Such devices were representational and directly open to meanings and interpretations. For example, in the fourth century, Ephraim the Syrian interpreted the staurogram as signifying that “the cross is our help” or “salvation is in the cross.” His interpretation was based on the well-known early Christian identification of the letter tau with the sign of the cross and by the identification of the letter rho with the word "help" through the application of antique isopsephy: the later character’s numeric value was 100, which was identical with the sum of the numeric values of the Greek letters in the word βοήθια (help).

As graphic symbols of Christ and Salvation as well as apotropaic signs, the christograms appeared in Late Antiquity on funerary plaques, liturgical vessels, silverware, signet rings, Eucharistic bread stamps, and mass-produced objects such as clay lamps and coins. They were also introduced as part of church decoration on walls, mosaic pavements, and the basins of baptismal fonts. In the course of the fifth and sixth centuries, the sign of the cross, whose multiple symbolic meanings were repeatedly commented upon by the early Christian authors from the second century onwards, came to dominate the repertoire of the Christian graphic symbolism. In the sixth century, the graphic signs of Christ and personal monograms converged with the appearance of the cruciform monogram whereby the letters of a personal name or optative message were framed by the paradigmatic graphic sign of Christ. As the Lord created the first man in his own image, so Christ’s primary sign became the graphic prototype par excellence for the graphic signa of Christians.

This use of Christ’s graphic signs as visual tools for mental comprehension can already be traced to the fourth century AD. Soon after the triumph of Christianity under Constantine the Great, Publilius Optatianus Porfyrius produced the first versus intexti (interwoven verses) also known as carmina figurata to celebrate the twentieth anniver-
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sary of Constantine’s reign (325). Optatianus Porphyrius’s work brought a drastic innovation to the tradition of calligraphic poetry that originated in the Hellenistic period by producing cryptic graphic devices where poetic lines can only be decoded by following the lines of geometric patterns and graphic symbols inscribed on each page. The chi-rho sign was one of the symbols he used in his work. This poetic conflation of text and graphic image was imitated in the early Middle Ages, among others by Alcuin, before reaching its climax in the *carmina figurata* of Hrabanus Maurus, whose poems were shaped quite literally by various types of the cross and christograms.

The role of Christ’s signs as decoding keys for graphic devices was not limited to manuscript culture as can be illustrated by the encolpion with a relic that had been presented to Empress Maria, the wife of Emperor Honorius, at the turn of the fifth century and was discovered in her tomb in Rome in 1544. On its frontal side (fig. 2), the names of the imperial couple and the parents of Maria, Stilicho and Serena, all in vocative, are written to create a graphic image of a chi-rho sign—the names of the older couple making X and the names of their young daughter and Honorius making P. It is noteworthy that the name of Maria is attached to the main vertical bar of the letter rho created by the letters of Honorius’s name, which visually indicates her status in this marital arrangement: a noble girl betrothed to the mighty Western Roman emperor. Another Christian sign, the staurogram, creates the second graphic composition that presents the viewer with the first part of the Christian wedding acclamation *Honori et Maria vivatis*. The second part of this acclamation *in Christo* is implied by the above-mentioned chi-rho sign, which was sometimes used in this meaning in early Christian inscriptions in Roman catacombs. This interpretation is corroborated by the other side of the encolpion where the names of the imperial couple are substituted with the names of Maria’s brother and sister, Eucherius and Thermantia. Yet, it is not their names but the names of Maria’s parents that create the letter rho on the other side, while their children’s names make the latter chi. As a result of this change, the staurogram on the backside contains the acclamation *Stelicho et Serena vivatis in Christo*, which was more appropriate for the older married couple than for their unmarried children.

At the middle of the graphic composition on the frontal side, one can see an ankh-cross, which was appropriated by the Christian Copts as a symbol of eternal life refer-
ring to Christ’s passion. This symbol divides the verb vivatis and thus explains the deep meaning of the phrase “vivatis in Christo” (may you live in Christ): it refers, first and foremost, to eternal life, and a relic was encapsulated in this object to ensure that wish to be fulfilled. So the complicated graphic message of the encolpion—which was most likely commissioned by Stilicho and his wife as a bridal gift to their daughter on the occasion of her marriage to Honorius in 398—can be properly comprehended only if the process of decoding is guided by the knowledge of the two Christian signs that were most popular in the fourth century. In short, we are presented here with a hybrid graphic formation that, properly speaking, is neither a text nor image. It belongs to the realm of late antique graphicacy that had the early Christian cultural system of representation as its main reference point.

4. THE BRUCE CODEX AND THE EARLY MEDIEVAL COSMOGRAPHIC DIAGRAMS

That cultural system of representation was by no means the only one available at the time as demonstrated by another peculiar case of early graphic visualization that comes from a book produced in a late antique Gnostic context, namely, the so-called Book of Jeu (also dubbed recently as Livre du grand discours mystériaque). This work was originally written in Greek in late third- or fourth-century Egypt and preserved in a Coptic translation in the Bruce Codex. In this book, the resurrected Jesus takes his disciples to a mystical journey through heavenly spheres to approach the true invisible god Jeu. Jesus teaches his disciples how their souls should travel across the mystical world in order to reach the treasures of the light and to reach specific sections of the supernatural world where the souls can encounter multiple emanations radiating from Jeu. Rectangular diagrams consisting, among other things, of mystical characteres are drawn in the book to visualize the types of Jeu, his emanations, and seals marking the identity of those emanations to the book’s readers. In total, sixty-four graphic schemata have survived in this incomplete text, and, according to Paul Corby Finney, they “remain consistently abstract, linear schematization of an imaginary world inhabited by concepts, not people.” These graphic devices were designed to help the Gnostic reader mentally grasp the transcendental world void of sensibles.

Let us look at one graphic example of that “imaginary world”: the diagram of Jeu’s treasure and his type marked in the manuscript as Jeu 5 (fig. 3). Its textual part presents the names of the three watchers guarding this particular treasure, the graphic
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character (seal) and the name of Jeu’s particular type associated with this treasure, and the names of the twelve emanations deriving from that type. The lines and letters that are used to draw the diagram look arbitrary and abstract at first glance. Yet, if we look at the part of the book explaining how the wandering soul should traverse such treasures, the diagram suddenly turns into a detailed mental map necessary for such a mystical voyage (fig. 4): it shows the entrance doors to this particular treasure, the three letters identifying the three watchers, the five ranks (two inside, one at the middle, and two outside), and the paths leading to the central place of the treasure and protected by veils. Elsewhere in the book, enigmatic seals and arcane passwords made of specific names and numbers are given by Jesus to his disciples in order to draw these obstacles away and thus open the way to a particular treasure. For a Gnostic reader, such a diagram was as useful a guiding tool as the New York City subway map to a modern European tourist.

Just as Gnostic intellectuals designed such graphic schemata as means to map the transcendent world and to visualize its conceptualized attributes, so Christian thinkers of Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages developed their own graphic devices such as the cosmological diagrams to perceive and comprehend (intellegere) the temporal world in its intrinsic connection to the divine. These diagrams (rotae) found in early medieval manuscripts have traditionally been viewed as mere copies of classical prototypes. Yet, recent research conducted by such scholars as Barbara Obrist, Bianca Kühl, and Bruce S. Eastwood has shown that despite some classical sources of inspiration, the early medieval cosmological diagrams as they are known to us from Carolingian and Ottonian manuscripts were products of their own time. The new research has shown that, similarly to modern graphic devices, such diagrams communicated to their early medieval viewers conceptual information that otherwise would have been lost on a textual level. Thus, Barbara Obrist has emphasized that medieval diagrams were used to present “the vast domain of implicit knowledge: they bring to the foreground categories considered essential but that were not necessarily made explicit on a textual level.” Bianca Kühl has also argued that the tendency to “geometrization” in early medieval art reached its maturity in the Carolingian and Ottonian periods, leading to the appearance of more complex and sophisticated diagrams “in line with theological and political developments.” She has even stated that “the diagram began to be systematically mobilized to express theological concepts only in the early medieval West.” Hence, she sees the “union between the scientific
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diagram and theology” as one of the most original early medieval contributions to visual arts.44

Recent research has also demonstrated that this type of medieval graphicacy originates from the same period of Late Antiquity as the Calendar of 354 and the Bruce Codex. Even though visual representations of the spherical cosmos were derived from classical Greece, they were either geometric figures accompanying mathematical texts or pictorial schematic figures simply illustrating on a subject. As emphasized by Barbara Obrist, cosmological diagrams as a specific mode of representation only began to prevail in the fifth and sixth centuries AD.45 Such works as Calcidius’s commentary on Plato’s Timaeus (produced around the turn of the fifth century), Macrobius’s commentary on Cicero’s Dream of Scipio (composed ca. 430–440), and Martianus Capella’s De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii (dated to the first half of the fifth century) marshaled the new trend.46

Plato’s Timaeus was a popular object of commentaries for late antique Neoplatonists, and Neoplatonic ideas can be traced in the two other works mentioned above. This is hardly surprising if we agree with Paolo Olmos in that “the different trends of the various schools of Neoplatonism to a certain extent pervade most of the literary production of Late Antiquity.”47 What was, meanwhile, typical of various strands of late antique Neoplatonism was a focus on the intelligible realm of ideas—with the One above it—as the ultimate reality structuring the sensible world. For the fifth-century Neoplatonist Proclus, universal concepts were thus the objects of knowledge, “more worthy of respect than the objects of sense.”48 According to Plotinus, the third-century founder of Neoplatonism, a part of our human soul remained not in “the realm of deceit and falsity” (the realm of senses), but in “the Meadows of Truth” (the intellectual realm), which could be accessed by means of contemplation.49 The figural forms of the natural world were, therefore, of little help in understanding this intelligible world of Ideas since “the Idea in the truest sense is an incorporeal cause, transcending its participants, a motionless Being, exclusively and really a model, intelligible to souls through images, and intellegising causally the existents modeled upon it.”50
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At the turn of the sixth century, Pseudo-Dionysius adapted the Neoplatonic cognitive method and categories to the Christian mystical thought and thus put “into theoretical terms tendencies long apparent in Christian discourse,” and by the mid-sixth century his works were accepted as Christian orthodoxy in the Greek-speaking world. It is noteworthy, for example, that most chapters of his Ecclesiastical Hierarchy, consist of three sections: an introduction, a description of a specific liturgical mystery, and a section called “Contemplation.” This final part contemplates the true hidden meanings of the liturgical actions described in the preceding section, which shows that the term “contemplation” in his usage referred to the process of true understanding of various phenomena. Elsewhere, Pseudo-Dyonisius stated that the Good (God) “draws sacred minds upward to its permitted contemplation” and that such divine enlightenment allows us to grasp the things “in the best way we can, and as they come to us, wrapped in the sacred veils of that love toward humanity with which scripture and hierarchical traditions cover the truths of the mind with things derived from the realm of senses. And so it is that the Transcendent is clothed in the terms of being, with shape and form on things which have neither, and numerous symbols are employed to convey the varied attributes of what is an imageless and supra-natural simplicity.” Within these late antique strands of thought, thus, graphic diagrams could be seen as useful contemplative tools to understand the Intellectual/Divine Cosmos and its constituent elements.

By the time of Isidore of Seville’s De natura rerum (written in 612–613) the transformation of graphic diagrams into a mode of representation was already complete. In the Carolingian realm, where the works of Pseudo-Dionysius were translated into Latin by John Scottus Eriugena, early medieval diagrams were further elaborated to schematize cosmological ideas, and Bruce S. Eastwood argues that such Carolingian diagrams—no matter how incoherent they may look to a modern viewer—allow us to “discover much more deeply what and how ninth-century teachers and students were able to understand.”

Let me illustrate this point with a diagram that was drawn in a manuscript produced in a Carolingian scriptorium ca. 798–805 (Cologne, Erzbischöfliche Diözesan- und Dombibliothek, Cod. 83II, 84r). This diagram is included in the set of thirteen diagrams compiled for contemplative study in the manuscript primarily consisting of computistic and cosmological texts. An annotation to the diagram is quite simple:
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“This is the world divided into four parts—east, west, south, and north—and the names of the winds are written down; and the length of shadows in each month so that the hours can be found out; and how much they decrease and increase each month.”

But the diagram includes much more information than the note may suggest (fig. 5). It presents a graphic model of the universe (cosmos), worldly macrocosm (mundus) and humanly microcosm (homo), all intrinsically intertwined and existing within the temporal framework of an annual circle (annus). These four denominations are given at the central square of the diagram. The next square from the center presents the four seasons and the related bodily fluids (humors), thus relating the human microcosm with the annual cycle. These two squares are framed by a circle consisting of the four elements of which macrocosm is made: fire (ignis), air (aer), earth (terra), and water (aqua). As we continue our mental journey to the outer edge of the diagram, we encounter an annual circle with computistic data, which is divided into twelve months. In the outer square of the diagram, we see among other things the four parts of the world; each earthly part is marked with its Greek and Latin names and linked with three corresponding winds (twelve in total). All the key elements of the diagram discussed above are highlighted with red ink and framed by separate squares or circles so that its viewer can identify conceptual units at first glance. As mentioned earlier, squares and circles are often used to visualize concepts. The fourfold symmetry of the sides of the world, the basic elements of the world, and the humors are expressed graphically via squares, while the cyclic nature of time is expressed via a circle.

This diagram is not a graphic illustration to any text. It is a graphic “text” by itself, whose formal structure can be compared to most modern graphic designs. As described by Colin Ware, they “are hybrids of the visual and language modes of expression and the amount of each should depend on what is to be conveyed. Words, images, and spatial patterns should be used for what they express best. In most cases, images do not make good labels, and describing complex patterns of relationships with words is confusing.” In agreement with this modern statement, the main categories of the Carolingian diagram are expressed via words, but their complex relationships are shown via spatial patterns. These relationships cannot be traced to a single early medieval work. The close spatial connection between mundus and homo echoes Isidore of Seville’s statement in De natura rerum (Ch. 9) that the world signifies the man: as the former consists of four elements, so the latter of four humors. The spatial links of the four worldly elements with the four sides of the world, on the outside, and with the four bodily fluids, on the inside, are meanwhile different from what Isidore wrote.

---

58 “Hic est mundus divisus in quattuor partes oriens occidens meridies septentrio et nomina ventorum scripta et quantos pedes umbra habet in unoquoque mense ad horas inveniendas et quantas discrescit aut adrescitat in unoquoque mense.” On this diagram, see Obrist, “Wind Diagrams and Medieval Cosmology” (n. 41 above) 63; and Kühnel, The End of Time (n. 41 above) 121–122.

59 Ware, Visual Thinking (n. 11 above) 134.

60 “Secundum mysticum autem sensum, mundus competenter homo significatur, quia sicut ille ex quattuor concretus est elementis, ita et iste ex quattuor constat humoribus uno temperamentum commixtis. Unde et veteres hominem in communione fabricae mundi constituerunt, siquidem graece mundus cosmos, homo autem micros cosmos, id est minor mundus est appellatus …” Isidor de Seville, Traité de la nature, 9, 1–2, ed. Jacques Fontaine (Bordeaux 1960) 207. This passage can be found in the same manuscript: Cologne, Erzbischöfliche Diözesan- und Dombibliothek, Cod. 83II, 130r.
has written in his *Etymologies*.61 Meanwhile, the connections of each of the four seasons to a specific humor can be traced not to Isidore’s writings but to Pseudo-Hypocrates’s *Epistola de quattuor humoribus*62—the text that can be found in some ninth-century Carolingian manuscripts.63 Thus, this diagram is a graphic digest of conceptual information deriving from different literary texts, and this type of graphicacy was only accessible to highly literate people—more precisely, to alumni of monastic, episcopal and palace schools familiar with such texts.

Through its careful graphic layout that was designed to help the medieval literate viewer to see complex relationships among various levels of the universe, this diagram could not have been matched by thousand words, since it allowed its viewer to perceive (*intellegere*) a holistic image of the universe as intrinsically connected on its macro and micro levels. In doing so, it relied on visual-spatial abilities of human intelligence and the early medieval Christian system of representation. The spatial orientation of this diagram, with the east placed on the top, may seem odd to a modern viewer, but it reflected the mental map of the world that emerged in Late Antiquity and was quite foreign to the modern system of (carto)graphic representation.

5. THE EARLY MEDIEVAL MAPPAE MUNDI

This unfamiliar map of the world should not surprise us. After all, as Alessandro Scafi emphasizes, “the premise that maps are always a reflection of the culture in which they are produced and that they always transform reality, highlighting some phenomena at the expense of the others, is becoming widely recognized as fundamental to the understanding of maps, their image and their role.”64

Recent studies in the history of cartography have shown a profound change in map-making in Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages. Modern studies in this field also distinguish between modern maps as “phenomenon-representations” and pre-modern maps as “concept-representations.” It has been emphasized that maps as “concept-representations” became especially typical of the Middle Ages,65 and this observation points to a noticeable difference between modern and early medieval graphicacy that has become apparent in the previous section of this paper: the latter had a much stronger conceptual dimension. While modern graphicacy often communicates the data and phenomena that belong to the sensible, natural world, early medieval graphicacy developed as a cognitive tool to perceive, so to speak, the intelligible and divinely organized world unveiled by the Christian written tradition. This is the world that, in the words of Pseudo-Dionysius, is permeated by the power of God, which brings humans, animals, plants, and the entire nature of the universe to mutual harmony and concord.66

---

61 Isidore of Seville, *Etymologies*, 4. 5. 3 and 4. 35. 8, ed. Barney (n. 29 above) 109 and 129.
62 Anargyros Anastassiou and Dieter Irmer, *Testimonien zur Corpus Hippocraticum*, vol. 3 (Göttingen 2012) 304.
63 For example, see Brussels, Bibliothèque royale de Belgique, MS 3701-15, fol. 9r–10r.
The medieval maps were thus intended not so much to show the real aspects of the physical world, as its conceptual perception structured by a Christian view of the world and its teleological progression. As graphic representations of the Christian world-view and divine authority, maps were allowed as decorative elements in early medieval Christian churches, as illustrated by a Byzantine church in Madaba in Jordan where a mosaic pavement map was produced in the sixth century to show its visitors the world of the Near East with relevant biblical quotations.  

Observations about medieval maps as concept-representations are especially true in regard to topological maps known as mappae mundi or T-O maps, on which the earth was presented as a disc surrounded by an ocean in the form of the letter O and divided into three continents—Asia, Africa and Europe—by internal seas and rivers shaping the letter T. These are the initial letters for the Roman definition of the habitable world, orbis terrarum (the circle of the lands), and their combination reminds us of the similar use of Jesus Christ’s initials (iota-rho) to compose one of his salvific graphic signs. The origins of these early medieval topological maps remain unclear, although late classical and Jewish ancestries have been suggested as two alternatives. Yet, as demonstrated by Patrick Gautier Dalché, the earliest geographical texts of the Ptolemaic tradition that provided textual bases for the first mappae mundi were only produced from the fourth century onwards.

This fourth-century development might have been related to the changing perception of space in Late Antiquity. Some scholars have argued that in the Roman world space was envisioned as linear (one-dimensional), and cultural change caused by Christianization led to changes in “Roman mental mapping” of the world. This development may also have related to the transition from the papyrus rolls where space could have been presented in a linear mode to parchment codices where images

69 These two traditions should not be seen in a sharp opposition since, for example, a precursor of the early medieval Christian worldview, the worldview of the Jewish Book of Jubilee (the 2nd c. BC), is shown to have been influenced by both the Old Testament and the classical Greek cartographic tradition. See James M. Scott, “On Earth as in Heaven: The Apocalyptic Vision of World Geography from Urzeit to Endzeit according to the Book of Jubilee,” Geography and Ethnography: Perceptions of the World in Pre-modern Societies, ed. Kurt A. Raaflaub and Richard J. A. Talbert (Chichester 2010) 182–196, at 187–192.
of the world were limited by the two-dimensional surface of a folio. One way or another, the two-dimensional *mappae mundi* that were produced within the Isidorian-Orosian tradition should be seen, first and foremost, as products of Christian cartography since they represented the graphic visualization of the world according to the Holy Scripture (fig. 6). As in the case of the early medieval diagrams, only literate people with a good knowledge of the Bible were able to *intellegere* such maps.

Unlike on modern maps, the Far East, that is, the place of Paradise according to the biblical worldview, was placed at the upper top part of the globe on these maps, while Jerusalem and the Holy Land were located right at the center. Thus, spatial metaphors were undoubtedly employed to visualize the Christian concept of the earthly world and its spatial hierarchies. Among other noticeable visual features of these maps is the symbolism of the *tau*-cross (which is identical with the Latin capital *T*), a Christian graphic symbol of Crucifixion and Salvation. The *tau*-cross frames the tripartite division of the world, which is linked to the three sons of biblical Noah—thus presenting to the medieval viewer the visual manifestations of the Old Testament history in his/her world. In short, these maps were designed with reliance on human visual-spatial abilities and, as graphic tools of religious contemplation, they communicated to their graphicate viewers a spatial model of biblical history.

* * *

To conclude, graphicacy as a specific mode of communication is not a uniquely modern phenomenon and can be traced back to pre-modern times. Our discussion has exemplified this point by drawing attention to various forms of graphic devices that were placed on various material artifacts, monuments, and parchment leaves in Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages. Most of such graphic compositions were designed to allow Christian intellectuals to grasp (*intellegere*), both visually and mentally, the world, divinity, time, and self as immanently intertwined and conceptually coherent. In other words, the metaphoric thinking of scriptural exegesis was complemented by visual metaphors for the Christian perception of the natural and supernatural worlds. With reference to this graphic evidence, early graphicacy can thus be defined as a specific mode of visual communication of conceptual information and abstract ideas by means of non-figural graphic devices, which may comprise inscribed letters, words, and isolated decorative symbols.

Similarly to early literacy, the levels of early graphicacy within the late Roman and post-Roman worlds were uneven among different social groups. The sign of the cross, staurogram, and christograms were the efficacious graphic devices that were loaded with many symbolic meanings to every Christian, who was expected to acquire this elementary level of graphicacy through upbringing and socialization within a Christian

---


community. Aristocratic, episcopal, royal and imperial monograms developed as an element of late antique calligraphic culture and were initially designed for the literate members of social elites for whom familiarity with such culture was a prerequisite *sine quo* of their status. In the course of the Middle Ages, such monograms became the graphic signs of social elites *par excellence* addressing and recognizable to both literate and illiterate audiences. The most advanced forms of early graphicacy, such as early Christian diagrams, maps, and book decorations, were accessible only to highly literate and fully graphicate people, and thus from the seventh century onwards, such advanced graphic forms were mainly limited to clerical communities and intellectuals. What was common to this heterogeneous graphic corpus is that its use in social communication was facilitated by a learned skill deriving from the visual-spatial ability of intelligence, and this cognitive basis made early graphicacy similar in nature to its modern analogue. Yet, unlike the latter, the former was conditioned by the early Christian cultural system of representation, was limited by a set of media available at that time, and was more unevenly distributed along the social scale.
FIG. 1. The dedication page in the Calendar of 354 from the Barberini Codex, an early seventeenth-century copy.

FIG. 2. A graphical model of the encolpion of Maria (front). Drawn by the author.

There are three watchers: Aies, Œau, Ioeza
These are the emanations: Êothêsaaz, Aôsathôiaaz, Athamaio, Iôzakhōe, Œiemara, Ôôôaazaj, Aethêiaöz, Ôzkhônaj, Thôrmôza, Ôzmêzoz, Thôiôzeia, Zaelkhôzza

Fig. 4. Explanation to Jeu 5 diagram, based on Crégheur, *Édition critique* (n. 36 above) 137. Drawn by the author.
Fig. 5. A graphical adaptation of a Carolingian cosmological diagram. Based on Cologne, Erzbischöfliche Diözesan- und Dombibliothek, Cod. 83II, 84r. Drawn by the author.
Fig. 6. A graphical model of the T-O map. Drawn by the author.